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Dictator Khamenei's Unjust Attacks on Opposition Families
Examining the Repression Beyond Iran's 

Hamburg, 21.02.2024, 16:23 Time

USPA NEWS - The sudden and baseless attacks on families of opposition members residing outside Iran by the ruthless dictator
Khamenei and the terrorist group IRGC are entirely unrelated and unjustified.
This occurs at a time when internal conditions in Iran are under the control of the Khamenei dictatorship, and street protests are not
taken seriously.

The dictator has decided to mentally suppress his always Protester in anticipation of future protests,
(Maybe he can So that he may be able to confront the next wave of protests in Iran, which, of course, seems impossible.
The courage of the people of Iran is increasing every day, and the number of opponents to the Islamic dictatorship in Iran is noticeably
increasing. Even many clerics within Iran (conditions are so tough, and people detest them, forced to no longer wear their clerical
attire) because people in Iran consider Shiite clerical attire as a manifestation of theft and crime. This perception has discredited
religion and clericalism in Iran.
Many Iranian clerics have left Iran for fear of their lives and their families, or they openly oppose the Khamenei regime and end up in
political prisons. 

Despite all this, the people of Iran are so averse to Shia’a Islamic clerics that they have no trust whatsoever in any Shia Islamic
Ayatollahs who has studied in the seminaries of Qom or Yazd within Iran. This means that even if a cleric is a good person, the people
of Iran do not follow them. This shows the high level of awareness among the people of Iran.

Their understanding is so profound that they have reached a level of secularism. It can be stated that the people of Iran have
undergone a kind of religious renaissance.

The consecutive and unjustified executions, such as the 120-year prison term for political dissidents, along with actions like internet
speed reduction, severe economic conditions, and the devaluation of the Iranian currency, have created extremely unusual
circumstances in Iran.
In the subsequent stages, the Khamenei regime began severe suppression of religious minorities. Many Bahá'ís, around 622
Christians, and numerous Sunni Muslims, mainly residing in Sistan and Baluchestan province, were thrown into prison, subjected to
massacres, and detained.

In the next stage, mass executions began, each with peculiar and unjustifiable reasons. It was never proven why individuals who
participated in protests, without any crime other than participating in demonstrations against the Islamic government of Iran, had to
face execution. An example of these executions is the infamous "Isfahan House," where three young Iranians were executed without
any justifiable evidence.

In the next step, the dictatorial regime of Khamenei, the Islamic terrorist republic of Iran, began a massacre and execution of
individuals who shared news related to Iran on their social media pages, aiming to let the world know exactly what was happening in
Iran. However, due to severe and intense government suppression, people gradually stopped sharing daily news from Iran with the
international community. The only hope left for the people of Iran was Iranians living outside the country.

Furthermore, charges of blasphemy and apostasy from Islam have been incorporated into the laws of the Islamic Republic, claiming
the lives of many young individuals. Over the past year, numerous individuals were executed due to their criticism of the Islamic
government, disbelief in Islam, and personal beliefs. The most notable among them were individuals named "Yousef Mehrdad" and
"Seyed Sadrallah Fazli Zare." News also indicates the imprisonment of another 119 individuals with similar charges, who could face
execution at any moment.



In subsequent actions, the Iranian government initiated the removal and severe suppression of popular artists, leading to their
imprisonment. The most well-known among them are Taraneh Alidoosti, Mani Haghighi, Mahdi Yarrahi, Toomaj Salehi, and Saman
Yasin.
Approximately 203 artists, actors, singers, and athletes have been banned from any dealings and interactions. They are prohibited
from using social media and the internet, conducting interviews, and even utilizing their bank accounts.
Moreover, they are not allowed to leave Iran.

In the next stage of suppressions, the Iranian regime started detaining Iranian expatriates who were living abroad and had traveled
back to their home country for visits. Many of them are currently unable to return to their country of residence.
And also many local journalists are in political prison in Iran in this days

The next move of the Iranian regime involved complete segregation of schools and universities and a severe gender segregation policy
in Iran.
Even the content of textbooks for young girls and boys changed in the new academic year.

The recent disgraceful act by the Islamic Republic of Iran and the notorious terrorist Khamenei, involved initiating baseless attacks
and creating fear among Iranian families residing abroad.
In 2022, 2023, and 2024, Iranians abroad, due to misguided policies and the rule of a fanatical leader named Ali Khamenei, faced
threats and underwent forced migration, enduring the challenges of adapting to new cultures and legal systems.

Iranians are Thanks full 

Unfortunately, the oppressive actions of the Islamic Republic and Khamenei have led to a negative global perception of Iranians. It's
crucial to recognize that the Iranian people, with a rich culture, diverse landscapes, and historical significance, deserve a better
reputation. Despite the hardships imposed by the regime, Iranians cherish their country's civilization, historical landmarks like
Persepolis, and hold an ardent wish for a secure and inclusive homeland. The forced exile of Iranians to countries like the United
States, Canada, Germany, France, Switzerland, and others is a testament to the gratitude they feel towards nations providing refuge.

They only wish to be beneficial for all countries worldwide, and the majority of Iranians feel deeply embarrassed and ashamed of the
current Iranian government led by so-called clerics and the dictator Khamenei. They strive to liberate Iran, presenting it internationally,
and Iranians are well aware that, upon the country's freedom, they would greatly benefit from the support of modern countries like
Japan, Germany, and the United States to rebuild Iran after the fall of the Khamenei regime.

People of Iran need Strong Support 

The people of Iran are currently ready for significant change, and this change can only be the complete downfall of the dictatorial
system of the Islamic Republic and the establishment of justice in Iran. However, as mentioned in all my articles, achieving this change
is currently impossible with the existence of a ruthless, human-rights-violating, terrorist government like the Islamic Republic. The
people of Iran are well aware that if they return to the streets without international support, the government of Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
(the godfather of world dictators and Terrorism : ready to shoot missiles at its own people within Iran.) In such a case, calling for
change and witnessing a completely peaceful revolution in Iran is unrealistic.

Certainly, the people of Iran need international assistance, and this assistance can be highly beneficial and extensive. For example,
supporting the workers of the Iranian oil company and providing a solution for sustaining their lives during a peaceful strike, imposing
more severe sanctions on the Islamic Republic and the IRGC terrorists in all countries, establishing an exiled government as an
opposition and alternative to the Islamic Republic, officially recognizing this exiled government, negotiating with the exiled government
of Iran, and not inviting any representative of the Iranian regime to any country supported by human rights advocates worldwide.
Additionally, showing more support for the people of Iran contributes to global peace.
These are my opinions, and undoubtedly, there are potentially better and more practical solutions to experience a world of peace
without war.



One must be aware and consider the destabilizing actions of the Khamenei regime in the past approximately 30 months. They create
insecurity everywhere as long as they remain in power. I reiterate: the Islamic Republic regime, led by Ayatollah Khamenei (a brutal
and ignorant dictator), is not a cancer, and that label is inaccurate.

The best term to describe the government under Ali Khamenei is: The Islamic Republic of Iran is the most significant virus for
destroying humanity."

And to eradicate this virus, a vaccine is needed.
The vaccine for the destruction of Ayatollah Khamenei and the Islamic Republic is primarily the voices of the people inside Iran. It is
enough to consider the situations in countries like Ukraine, the Red Sea, the holy land of Israel, Lebanon, Iraq, Syria, Yemen, and
Venezuela to believe that the Islamic Republic of Iran is a highly dangerous, destructive, and terrifying virus against all of humanity. 

The ideology of Ali Khamenei

A tyrannical, ruthless, and filthy ideology, needs to be swiftly combated globally, much like the handling of the coronavirus, to cleanse
Iran, Iranians, and the entire world from the virus of the "Islamic Republic" gods.

I thank you, esteemed reader, for reading this article to the end. I hope that moving forward, you will be more aware of the dangers of
the Islamic Republic of Iran, and we can all work together for a secure and peaceful world. Additionally, let's join forces to address
environmental issues, climate concerns, and the plight of endangered species, and collectively save our forests. The most beautiful
feeling for a human being is to live in a world filled with peace and positive news.
I want to clarify that in no way did I intend to insult any religion in this article. I simply described the current events and conditions in
Iran and the type of Islam under the leadership of Khamenei. All religions and beliefs are respected, but a world filled with peace and
secularism is more beautiful.

During our lifetime, we must speak out against injustices, as the greatest enemy of humanity and God is Satan. There should always
be a distinction between the kingdom of God and earthly kingdoms. Hoping for a day when we all experience joy in every corner of the
world, and no child, whether in Africa, Iran, or anywhere else, experiences the fear of war. Also, no parent should endure the bitter
experience of being unable to provide food and clothing for their children.

An ideal world, calm and full of happiness, is the shared aspiration of all of us. However, we must first eliminate entities like Ali
Khamenei and his regime, who are akin to demons.

I conclude this article with the image you see, dated 2024 AD, which reflects the insanity and filth of Ali Khamenei's thoughts and his
regime. In this picture, representing a third-grade Iranian schoolchildren's textbook, the left side has been censored. Khamenei and his
regime cannot tolerate even the notion of girls being seen alongside boys in a very crude painting, despite the Islamic hijab. This
signifies that, in the minds of Ayatollahs, girls and honorable women have no place whatsoever. The most fitting sentence to conclude
this article is,
Dictator Ayatollah Khamenei doesn't even show respect to his own mother and sister.
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